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PAPERS OF PROFESSOR BEAVER 

 

These papers consist mainly of diaries, notes about journeys made to view railways, and lists 

of locomotive numbers and details.   

 

The collection was sorted and labeled before it was received into the Museum and that 

classification has been adhered to in the following list. 
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 /1-4 DIARIES        1919,1923, 1925, 

Pocket size [4 items]        1926,1941. 

 

/5-9 DIARIES        1927,1928,1929, 

Pocket size [5 items]       1930,1931 
 

/10-14 DIARIES       1931,1932,1933 

[5 items]         
 

/15-22 DIARIES       1933-1939 

[8 items] 

 

/23-27 DIARIES       1943, 1945, 1950, 

[5 items]         1952, 1953 

 

/28-29 DIARIES       1964-1974 

[2 books and bundle of loose papers] 

 

/30 NOTEBOOK       1923, 1926 

Notes on holiday trips. [1 item] 

 

/31-32 NOTEBOOKS       1932 

Notes on journeys [2 items] 

 

/33-35 NOTEBOOKS       [?1920-1930s] 

Locomotive numbers for Midland and London Midland and Scottish Railways. [3 items] 

 

/36 NOTEBOOK       1920-1950s 

Lists of locomotives of London Midland and Scottish Railways with numbers where seen and 

date. 

 

/37 NOTEBOOK       [?1920-1930s] 

names of locomotives and their meanings and derivations of London and North Western 

section of London Midland and Scottish Railways 

 

/38 NOTEBOOK       [? early 1920s] 

Lists of locomotives of London and north Western Railways with numbers where seen and 

date. 

 

/39-41 NOTEBOOK       [? early 1920s]
 

Lists of locomotives of Great Western Railway, with details of number of wheels, 

classifications, builder, and date works were scrapped. [3 volumes]
 

 

/42 NOTEBOOK       1960s-1970s 

List of British Rail Electric locomotives and details of number, where seen and date.  [1 

volume and bundle of loose paper] 

 

/43-46 NOTEBOOK       1920s-1960s 

Engine numbers, where seen and date.  [4 volumes] 

 

/47-49 NOTEBOOKS       [? mid 20c] 

"Railway totals" – details of locomotives of various railway companies. 
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/50 FILE        1920s-1960s 

of miscellaneous articles, letters and poems. 
 

/51 FILE        1950-1979 

with details of trains travelled on.  

 

/52 BUNDLE        1920s –1940s 

of correspondence; 9 items from C H Dickson, and English Professor teaching in schools in 

France, 1920s; 1 items from Major R W G Bryant re.  railway in Indonesia, 1946; 1 items 

from W Beckerleggs, with Czechoslovak Railway statistics 1931. 

 

/53 NOTEBOOK       [?mid 20c] 

with details about foreign locomotives. 

 

/54 NOTEBOOK       [?mid 20c] 

with notes on foreign locomotives. 

 

/55 NOTEBOOK       [?mid 20c] 

with details about French Railways. 

 

/56 NOTEBOOK       [?mid 20c] 

with details about Bulgarian, French and Belgian Railways. 

 

/57 BUNDLE        [mid 20c] 

of timetables for Bulgaria, Switzerland, Germany and Italy.  [15 items] 

 

/58 BUNDLE        [?mid 20c] 

of French charts, gradient diagrams and track occupation diagrams. 

 

/59 FILE        [?1960s] 

of timetable and travel and railway leaflets from New Zealand. 

 

/60 BOOK        Oct 1968 

Newman's Indian Bradshaw. 

 

/61 BOOK        1926 

Canada Atlantic to Pacific, published by Canadian National Railways. 

 

/62 BOOK        1 Apr 1967 

Indian Tourist Railway Timetable published by Indian Ministry of Railways. 

 

/63 BOOK        1948 

"De Spoorwegen in Nederland" 

 

/64 MAP        [20c] 

of Great Western Railway System. 

 

/65 RULEBOOK       [20c] 

of the Stephenson Locomotive Society. 

 

/66 PHOTOGRAPHS        

4 items showing members of Stephenson Locomotive Society trips 1930s. 

3 items of Prof. Beaver looking at locomotives,     [?c.1970s] 

1 item portrait of Prof. Beaver      [?c.1970s] 

 


